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ABSTRACT 

This identifies that during conditions of worldwide transformation, the hobbyist innovation 

region becomes of a few significance withinside the financial structures of the dominant 

countries. Its development lets in to boom the social forex of neighboring our bodies and 

of a country, which, in vogue, calls for big financial resources. Therefore, the problem of 

this commentary is to govern innovation sports on organisations with the simplest success, 

further to the homogeneity of the connection among innovation and funding. Methodology. 

The research performed display that the state of affairs of domestic era development is 

unsatisfactory. Logical evaluation, commentary, formalization, synthesis, abstraction. The 

goal of a examine is to represent the innovation alternatives of agencies, organising its 

independent dating with investment strategies in order that it perceives regions for 

development of the innovation state of affairs. New and monetary. It is essential to have a 

look at the opportunity of enhancing the current controllability of businesses in the 

framework of the implementation of new tasks with the assist of the region of the principle 

monetary assets. As a result, sturdy organizational manipulate is capable of fulfill 

purchaser desires and generate worthwhile growth. Findings. Thus, an evaluation of the 

hyperlink among innovation and funding confirmed that the state of affairs is characterised 

with the aid of using using countrywide resource deficits withinside the monetary and 

innovation sectors, and issues in sponsorship attraction. The latter has to do with each the 

political state of affairs, the instability, the shortage in their personal at once appearing 

legislative policies, further to the negligible remuneration for the inventors` paintings. . At 

the equal time, the proper manner to enhance innovation in. Contemporary locality. 

Improving the monetary state of affairs and innovation in is feasible with the assist of 

growing a sequence of speedy incentives to draw finance, further to making an investment 

in human capital, growing wages for Researchers; boom inward funding capital flows; 

offer tangible countrywide assist to businesses and greater favorable lending situations for 

them, etc. It is essential to make certain felony transparency, to idealize enterprise region 

and countrywide running eventualities in phrases of marketplace infrastructure, to take 

measures to enhance the country's environment. 
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CHAPTER 1 

Introduction 
 

Today with withinside the transformative conditions of functioning of market space, the 

concept of a cutting-edge manipulate occupies the precept characteristic with withinside 

the manipulate of any enterprise that is right away related to the determination of 

competitiveness level. Innovative manipulate is a nice coordination-financial technique 

and the hints of control of all degrees and kinds of cutting-edge techniques at the 

commercial enterprise company with maximal effectiveness is a part of the investment 

manipulate analyzing the mechanisms of creating an funding recourses with withinside the 

development of the innovation sphere, the expediency of their direction and portability.As 

we know, the precept purpose of contemporary-day manipulate is to provide the most 

powerful tactics to apply the cutting-edge technique with withinside the enterprise at nice 

degrees of development. In the realization technique of this, the manipulate mechanisms 

orients to treatment the following important tasks: the guarantee of immoderate temps of 

commercial enterprise company growth and its competitiveness; maximization of manner 

to powerful cutting-edge activity; minimization of risks withinside the direction of the 

cutting-edge projects; keeping the company stability and solvency at the same time as the 

embodiment of recent techniques; search for tactics to reinforce up the appearance of 

cutting-edge projects. Modernscientificendings tell about the most powerful capital 

investment is the ultra-modern merchandise nuancing: the commercial enterprise company 

can get excellent from a fulfillment cutting-edge launch. An awesome potential for cutting-

edge operations offers the customer name for and paperwork the market of scientific-

technological, socio-financial innovations. Urgency of research in any financial place 

needs to. The calculated capital investments with the reason of going socio-financial 

effects, extra and growth of competitiveness of an enterprise. Herewith the nice regularity 

observes: the higher income is predicted to get, the extra expenses are critical to innovation 

at the incarnation degree 
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1.1 Overview 

“DEVELOPMENT OF A PLATFORM FOR SHARING AND INVESTING 

INNOVATIVE IDEAS” is an android software program undertaking. The idea of It comes 

my head when I observed human beings get burdened at the same time as planning for a 

invest or wherein share their mind, because of the truth they face many troubles at the same 

time as developing a future plan to invest, they`re burdened to choice a place, they don`t 

apprehend how and wherein they gives their mind or invest one of these proper futuristic 

undertaking. Which should make and extrude Life. The purpose of this undertaking is to 

create a platform wherein Thinkers can share their mind and investor can invest one of 

these nicely undertaking. We can collab there in our platform. 

 

1.2 Motivation   

The reason of the assignment targets - 

1. To bring treasured and interesting content material cloth to others. 

2. To define ourselves to others. 

3. To expand and nourish our relationships. 

4. Self –fulfillment. 

5. To get the word out about motives and brands In essence it`s a ways about relationships 

every inclined and strong. 

 

1.3 Objective 

Our systems is designed to centers thinkers and buyers to assist reap dreams the ones won`t 

be feasible otherwise. Some might also additionally locate guidelines approximately their 

thoughts from investor/mentors. 

 

Requirement of Project Build 

Flutter,  

Dart,  

Firebase. 
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1.4 Expected Outcomes 

Innovative sphere of the organization is tightly interconnected with investments: the 

perception of upgrades provides for the dentitions of reasserts in their nuancing – the a part 

of aerated budget gears with inside the route of progressive operations that require the 

internal maximum researches. Reason of the object is to observe the man or woman of the 

innovation interest of companies, to installation its unbiased dating with investment 

strategies in order that it becomes privy to areas for improvement of the innovation and 

investment scenario. In our opinion, it`s some distance possible, relaxation of all, due to 

the notice of Nancie investments with with inside the priority sectors of innovation 

development with with inside the regions via using nice management, as a manner to make 

a contribution to the financial growth of the state. Carination of this reality is the number 

one undertaking of our research. 
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CHAPTER 2 

Background 

 

2.1 Stakeholders 

Basically, people who are using our internet system and moreover android apps they will 

be our stakeholders. User are stakeholders 

 

2.2 Project Schedule 

Nevertheless, because our objective is so large, it will take some time to complete. For our 

Final Defense, however, we work to eliminate the mobile software component from the 

entire system. So, it took us five months to create our system. The Gantt chart is shown 

below. so that we may readily discover the results even after we have completed our work. 

 

1.1.1 Finding Idea Proposal: 

Here, the table 2.1 shows us the Idea of proposal of Users. 

 

  TABLE 2.1: THE FINDING IDEA PROPOSAL ON THE TASK OF 

SYSTEM BY THE USERS 

Number 
Work 

Description 
Begin Day Close Day 

Complete 

Day 

1 
Idea Finding 

Supervisor 
10/11/2021 15/11/2021 5 

2 
Feasibility 

study 
16/11/2021 18/11/2021 2 

3 
Feature 

Discussion 
19/11/2021 30/11/2021 11 

4 
Work Flow 

Maintenance 
08/12/2021 16/12/2021 8 
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1.1.2 Essential Gathering: 

Here, the table 2.2 shows us the essential gathering of Users. 

 

TABLE 2.2:  THE REQUIREMENTS ARE BASED ON THE TASK OF 

SYSTEM BY THE USERS 

Number 
Work 

Description 
Begin Day Close Day 

Complete 

Day 

1 
Requirement 

collection 
20/12/2021 01/01/2022 11 

2 SRS 02/01/2022 20/01/2022 10 

3 

All 

Requirement 

Collection 

21/01/2022 28/01/2022 7 

 

 

1.1.3 Logical System Design: 

Here, the table 2.3 shows us the Logical System Design of Users. 

 

          TABLE 2.3: THE LOGICAL BASED ON THE TASK OF SYSTEM BY 

THE USERS 

Number 
Work 

Description 
Begin Day Close Day 

Complete 

Day 

1 

Use Case 

Diagram 

Design 

30/01/2022 05/02/2022 2 

2 
Activity 

Diagram 
06/02/2022 10/02/2022 4 

3 Class Diagram 11/02/2022 25/02/2022 14 
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2.3 Gantt Chart: 

Here, is the Gantt chart are based on the task of system by the users, 

 

 

 

Figure: 2.1:- Gantt Chart 

 

2.4 Release Plan / Milestone 

Release strategy 1: We want to make our system available on August 20, 2023. Our system 

is not always a small project, for this reason. We are unable to stop it immediately. We can 

thus update it and issue the updated version the next time. We can employ an appointment 

system in our upcoming release and we'll work to make it more dependable. 
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CHAPTER 3 

Requirement Specification 

 

3.1 Functional & Non-Functional Requirements List 

An Android application called DEVELOPMENT OF A PLATFORM FOR SHARING 

AND INVESTING INNOVATIVE IDEAS provides user registration and login. The user 

can register by providing his vital information. After successfully registering, a user can 

log in by providing a username and password. The person should then complete their 

profile. A person can view unique individual profiles and moreover post. 

 

2.1.1 Registration: 

Here, the table 3.1 shows us the Registration of Users. 

 

                 TABLE: 3.1: HERE HOW-TO REGISTRATION OF USERS 

Requirement 

No. 

Requirement 

 

 

 

R-1 Email (Mandatory) 

R-2 Login with Google (Mandatory) 

R-3 Name. (Mandatory) 
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2.1.2 Login: 

Here, the table 3.2 shows us the Login System Design of Users. 

 

TABLE: 3.2: THE REQUIREMENTS ARE BASED ON THE TASK OF 

LOGIN SYSTEM BY THE USERS 

Requirement 

No. 

Requirement 

 

 

 

1 Email (Mandatory) 

2 Password no. (Mandatory) 

 

 

2.1.3 User’s Profile: 

Here, the table 3.3 shows us the User Profile. 

 

TABLE: 3.3: THE PROFILE OF USERS 

Requirement 

No. 

Requirement 

 

 

 

1 User Name (Mandatory) 

2 Bio. (Mandatory) 

3 Image. (Mandatory) 
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2.1.4 Post: 

Here, the table 3.4 shows us the Post of Users. 

 

TABLE 3.4: THE POST OF USERS 

Requirement 

No. 

Requirement 

 

 

 

1 Post Tittle (Mandatory) 

2 Post Description. (Mandatory) 

3 Image. (Mandatory) 

4 Can See Others Post (Mandatory) 

5 Can See Others Profile 

 

3.2 Data Requirement  

Data requirements refers those information which is probably needed to assemble the tool 

model. For my mission we need to interest on some elements such as: 

1) User Information: 

▪ User Identification 

▪ Signup/Login 

▪ Authentication 

▪ View exclusive man or woman information 

2) Post: 

▪ Post Creation 

▪ View exclusive man or woman Blog 

▪ Modify blog 
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3.3 Performance Requirement 

One of the most crucial components of an application are the performance requirements. 

The application might be more useful if the Performance is good.. 

 

2.3.1 Speed and Latency Requirements 

Speed: The tool will operate at a rapid pace. 

Latency: The latency may also be user-friendly. 

 

2.3.2 Capacity Requirements 

User capacity: Approximately 10,000 individuals can access the internet page at once. The 

Capacity can increase along with the number of users. 

 

3.4 Security Requirement  

A violation of protection may occur at any time. As a result, when a person completes their 

registration, they are given an authentic JWT (JSON WEB TOKEN) Bearer Token 

Validation expirer. 

 

3.5 Operational & Environmental Requirement  

The activities covered by the operational requirement definition technique include: 

1) List the parties with an interest in our system or who will be stakeholders. Therefore, 

Thinkers and Investors are primarily our stakeholders. For their one-of-a-kind activities, 

they must first Register & Login. 

2) Determine levels of acceptability and efficacy so that customers can use them without 

problems Satisfied 
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CHAPTER 4 

Design Specification 

 

4.1 Use Case Diagram 

Our systems is designed to centers thinkers and buyers to assist Reap desires the ones won`t 

be feasible otherwise. Some might also additionally discover Recommendations 

approximately their thoughts from investor/mentors. 

 

 

 

 

Figure: 4.1:- Case Diagram 
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4.2 Use Case Description  

3.2.1 Use Case Description for Login 

 

Use Case No:                                                                                                                     1. 

Use Case Name:                                                                                                         Login. 

Actor:                                                                                                                            User. 

Description.                                                               Allowing User to login to the system.  

Precondition: User have to live with in the login page. Required registration and e-mail 

verification. 

 

Trigger:                                                                                        Click the “Login” Button. 

 

Flow of Events.  

1. Two text fields to give input of the Email and password respectively. 

2. Write the telecellsmartphone and password on that field. 

3. Then Click the Login button. 
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3.2.2 Use Case Description for Manage User Profile. 

 

Use Case No:                                                                                                                       2 

Use Case Name:                                                                                  Manage User Profile. 

Actor:                                                                                                                            User. 

Description: Allowing User to control his personal records to the system. User can do 

insert, edit, delete and show records. Verification. 

Precondition: User want to stay with within the profile page. Required whole name 

Additional Email, Bio and moreover Image. 

Trigger: Click the “Insert, Update, Delete and Show” Button.   

 

 

Flow of Events:  

1. There are four text fields where you can provide your full name, bio, photo, and email 

information, in that order. 

2. Fill out that field with your full name, bio, a photo, and your email address. 

3. Next, press the button that is positioned up. 

Four. Select the edit button after editing your facts. 

5. Re-enter your information in the appropriate text areas. 

6. After that, press the update button. 
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3.2.3 Use Case Description for Manage User Post. 

 

Use Case No:                                                                                                                       3 

Use Case Name.                                                                                      Manage User Post. 

Actor:                                                                                                                            User. 

Description. Allowing User to govern his post. User can do insert, edit, delete and show 

data. 

Precondition. User ought to live with within the Create post. Required Post title, Post 

description, and moreover Image. 

Trigger. Click the “Submit” Button. 

 

 

Flow of Events. 

1. There are three text sections for posting the title, description, and image. 

2. Fill out that field with the Title, Post Description, and Picture Email. 

3. Next, press the "Put Up" button. 
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4.3 Activity Diagram 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Figure: 4.2:- Application Model 

 

Login 

Home Profile 

Share 

Post 

Community 

Vote Review 

Logout 

Text 

Link Photo 

Comment 
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CHAPTER 5 

Implementation and Testing 

 

5.1 Login page 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure: 5.1:- User Login 

 

The login internet web page allows a customer to benefit get proper of access to to a 

software program with the resource of the use of stepping into their username and password 

or with the resource of the use of authenticating using a social media login. 
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Email Login 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure: 5.2:- User Email Login 

 

Gmail login is the technique for getting access to your Gmail account. With Gmail login, 

you can use Gmail email, Google Drive, Google Play Store and masses more services with 

the resource of the use of Google. Gmail is the area top most used email service owned 

with the resource of the use of Google and has currently more than 4 billion clients 

worldwide 
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5.2 User Profile 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure: 5.3:- User Profile 

 

To choose out what personal statistics to show whilst you have interaction with others on 

Google services, sign on in your account. 
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Figure: 5.4:- User Profile Login 
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5.3 User Community 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure: 5.5:- User Community Post 

 

Composing and Sending Messages · User Interface and Views · Reading and Receiving 

Messages · Managing Settings and Mail 
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This pic shows us how to create community to our application. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure: 5.6:- User Community Post 
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5.4 Homepage 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure: 5.7:- Homepage & Posts 

 

The homepage or domestic web page is the call of the principle web page of a internet site 

in which traffic can discover links to different pages at the site. 
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5.5 Create Community 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure: 5.8:- User Community and share posts 
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Figure: 5.9:- User Community and share posts 

 

Building agencies is a important manner that fosters connections amongst humans and 

creates infrastructures for the ones connections to happen. 
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5.6 Create Post 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure: 5.10:- User Share Posts 

 

Creating a publish is easy and quick. Add what you`d like to inform everybody and publish 

it. 
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CHAPTER 6 

Impact on Society, Environment and Sustainability 

 

6.1 Impact on Society 

The user can know about all the details and view of that post. And the comments on that 

place from others would be a great advantage. Knowing the ideas can be an advantage too. 

Sharing the experience of oneself. Also the experience of others will work as an advantage. 

Being able to get experiences based on the type of places. Being able to vote or comment 

and can create community. 

 

6.2 Impact on Environment 

Our software is not harmful to environments. The reason of this task is to create a platform 

in which Thinkers can proportion their thoughts and investor can make investments the 

kind of properly task. We can collab there in our platform. 

 

6.3 Ethical Aspects 

Our difference of various motivations indicates parallels to in advance analyses, 

distinguishing among substantive, normative and instrumental rationales for public 

engagement sports Yet, right here we method those motivations from the angle of 

researchers. 

 

6.4 Sustainability 

In our opinion, it`s a ways possible, rest of all, because of the attention of Nancie 

investments within the precedence sectors of innovation improvement within the areas 

through the usage of fine management, as a way to contribute to the economic increase of 

the state. Carination of this truth is the primary mission of our research. Monitor and 

measure the results of the sustainability initiatives to ensure that the desired goals are being 

met and to identify Ares for improvement. 
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CHAPTER 7 

Conclusion and Future Scope 

 

7.1 Discussion and Conclusion 

An android software program software task. Human beings get careworn on the equal time 

as making plans for a make investments or in which proportion their thoughts, due to the 

reality they face many issues on the equal time as developing a destiny plan to make 

investments, they`re careworn to choice a place, they don`t understand how and in which 

they offers their thoughts or make investments the kind of right futuristic task. Which have 

to make and extrude Life. The reason of this task is to create a platform in which Thinkers 

can proportion their thoughts and investor can make investments the kind of properly task. 

We can collab there in our platform. We primarily based totally this platform with the 

understanding that there were a wealth of latest mind for business employer that never have 

been given to appearance the moderate of day – glowing mind from all corners that weren`t 

being given the chance to flourish. 

 

7.2 Scope for Further Developments 

This project insight into the phases involved in development of a law complexity, we did 

it by choosing the easiest programming language to read and write. Which has zero server 

side software for zero configuration and maintenance. And as for the development of our 

software we will have our application under maintenance and will periodically update the 

website and push fix of bugs and issues. Also we also have planned to expand this project 

as a business. 
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